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2011;﻿Kramer,﻿2012).﻿Further,﻿emotions﻿function﻿as﻿human﻿motivators,﻿affecting﻿how﻿people﻿perceive﻿
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hearing﻿and﻿vision.﻿All﻿were﻿ in﻿driving﻿school﻿or﻿had﻿ recently﻿acquired﻿ their﻿driving﻿ license﻿ (in﻿
Finland,﻿one﻿can﻿get﻿a﻿driver’s﻿license﻿at﻿the﻿age﻿of﻿18﻿and﻿begin﻿driving﻿school﻿six﻿months﻿prior).﻿
All﻿were﻿compensated﻿for﻿their﻿participation﻿with﻿two﻿movie﻿tickets.
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Reactions to the Commercials
Ratings of the Commercials






Figure 1. Ratings of valence and arousal while reading the discussions
Figure 2. Other ratings while reading the discussions
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Figure 3. Ratings of valence and arousal while watching the commercials
Figure 4. Other ratings while watching the commercials
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Figure 5. Changes in the level of activation of the corrugator supercilii muscle
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dissatisfaction﻿ in﻿order﻿ to﻿ reduce﻿negative﻿eWOM﻿(Bachleda﻿&﻿Berrada-Fathi,﻿2016).﻿Marketers﻿
should﻿not﻿overlook﻿or﻿underrate﻿less-trusted﻿comments﻿or﻿discussions﻿in﻿less-trusted﻿websites,﻿since﻿
Figure 6. Ratings of the product image
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The﻿ evaluation﻿ of﻿ the﻿manufacturer-produced﻿ video﻿ commercials﻿ revealed﻿ no﻿ statistically﻿
significant﻿difference﻿in﻿experienced﻿valence﻿between﻿the﻿two﻿experimental﻿groups.﻿The﻿participants﻿
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